World War II
The Meaning of the
Second World War (*)

Why Did the Heavens
Not Darken (*)

Ernest Mandel

Arno J. Mayer

Verso Books (Marston)

Verso Books (Marston)

9781844674794

9781844677771

£16.99 | PB | 212 pp. | Apr 2011

£19.99 | PB | 544 pp. | Aug 2012

In this readable and richly detailed
history of the conflict, the Belgian
scholar Ernest Mandel outlines his
view that the war was in fact a
combination of several distinct
struggles and a battle between rival
imperialisms for world hegemony.

Was the extermination of the Jews
part of the Nazi plan from the
very start? Arno Mayer offers a
startling and compelling answer
to this question, which is much
debated among historians today.

Fire and Blood (*)

War Primer (*)

Enzo Traverso

Bertold Brecht

Verso Books (Marston)

Verso Books (Marston)

9781784781361

9781784782085

£9.99 | PB | 304 pp. | Feb 2017

£12.99 | PB | 112 pp. | May 2017

Fire and Blood looks at the
European crisis of the two world
wars as a single historical
sequence: the age of the European
Civil War (1914–1945).Utilizing
multiple sources, Traverso depicts
the dialectic of this era of wars,
revolutions and genocides.

A terrifying series of short poems
by one of the world’s leading
playwrights, set to images of World
War II. In this singular book
written during World War Two,
Bertolt Brecht presents a
devastating visual and lyrical attack
on war under modern capitalism.

War Diaries (*)

Born Jewish (*)

Jean-Paul Sartre

Marcel Liebman

Verso Books (Marston)

Verso Books (Marston)

9781844677849

9781788736442

£23.99 | PB | 392 pp. | Jan 2012

£19.99 | PB | 192 pp. | Jan 2020

During the phony war that preceded
the invasion of France, between late
1939 and the summer of 1940, the
young Jean-Paul Sartre was stationed
in Alsace and made a series of notes
on philosophy, literature, politics,
history and autobiography that
anticipate the themes of his later
masterpieces.

This fierce memoir is both an elegy
and an indictment. Marcel
Liebman's account of his childhood
in Brussels under the Nazi
occupation explores the emergence
of his class consciousness against a
background of resistance and
collaboration.

(*) Not for sale in Ireland through Durnell.

www.durnell.co.uk
T-; + 44 1892 544272 | E-; orders@durnell.co.uk

World War II
The Second World
War (*)
Chris Bambery

A People's History of
the Second World
War (*)

Pluto Press (Marston)

Donny Gluckstein

9780745333014

Pluto Press (Marston)

£19.99 | PB | 304 pp. | May 2014

9780745328027
£22.99 | PB | 288 pp. | June 2012

The Second World War casts a
long shadow, portrayed as a
necessary and paradigmatic war
that defeated fascism. Chris
Bambery tests this position in a
thorough account of the war.

This history reclaims the Second
World War as a global fight 'from
below'. The often-neglected people's
militias were crucial to the defeat of
fascism, but also colonialism,
imperialism and even capitalism..

Fascism. History and
Theory (*)

Conjuring Hitler (*)

David Renton

Guido Giacona Preparata
Pluto Press (Marston)

Pluto Press (Marston)

9780745321813

9780745341200

£27.99 | PB | 336 pp. | May 2005

£18.99 | PB | 240 pp. | May 2020

The classic text on the history
and theory of fascism, revised for
the twentieth anniversary of its
first publication

Martin Monath (*)

In this explosive book, Guido
Giacomo Preparata demonstrates
that Hitler's extraordinary rise to
power was in fact facilitated - and
eventually financed - by the
British and American political
classes during the decade
following World War I.

Nathaniel Flakin

The Italian
Resistance (*)

Pluto Press (Marston)

Tom Behan

9780745339955

Pluto Press (Marston)

£14.99 | PB | 208 pp. | Oct 2019

9780745326948
£27.99 | PB | 272 pp. | June 2009

A dramatisation of Martin
Monath's short life (1913-1944)
would need little artistic
embellishment; his identity
shrouded in mystery, and
executed by the Gestapo - twice the historical record reads like a
detective novel.
(*) Not for sale in Ireland through Durnell.

www.durnell.co.uk
T-; + 44 1892 544272 | E-; orders@durnell.co.uk

One of the enduring myths about
World War Two is that the Allies
alone liberated occupied Europe.
However, many countries had
successful anti-fascist movements,
and Italy's was one of the biggest
and most politically radical.

World War II
The Autobiography
of Eleanor Roosevelt

The Arabs and the
Holocaust
Gilbert Achcar

ZED Books (NBNi)

Saqi Books (Marston)

9781786994462
£10.99 | PB | 584 pp. | Oct 2018

9780863564581
£14.99 | PB | 366 pp. | June 2011

Eleanor Roosevelt stands as one of
the world's greatest humanitarians,
having dedicated her remarkable
life to the liberty and equality of all
people. In this sincere self-portrait
she recounts her childhood, her
marriage, and the challenges of
motherhood,

The Arab–Israeli conflict goes far
beyond the wars waged on Middle
East battlefields. There is also a war
of narratives revolving around the
two defining traumas of the conflict:
the Holocaust and the Nakba.

Architects of Death

Secret Alliances

Karen Bartlett

Tony Insall

Biteback Publishing (Marston)

Biteback Publishing (Marston)

9781785900426

9781785904776

£20 | HB | 400 pp. | Mar 2018

£25 | HB | 464 pp. | Oct 2019

The story of the men who
engineered and built the crematoria
and gas chambers at the Nazi
concentration camps. Karen Bartlett
brilliantly assembles the evidence to
explain how an ordinary German
family firm enabled the Nazis to
create the conditions for the horror
of the Holocaust.

In this extraordinary book,
historian Tony Insall reveals how
some of the most striking
achievements of the Norwegian
resistance were the detailed
reports produced by intelligence
agents living in the dangerous
conditions of the country's
desolate wilderness.

The King of Nazi Paris
Christopher Othen

Fighting Churchill,
Appeasing Hitler

Biteback Publishing (Marston)

Adrian Phillips

9781785905469

Biteback Publishing (Marston)

£20 | HB | 356 pp. | May 2020

9781785904752
£20 | HB | 384 pp. | Sept 2019

Henri Lafont was a petty criminal
who became the most powerful
crook in Paris thanks to the Nazi
occupation of France. Telling his
stories, the author provides a
fascinating portrait of occupied
Paris that proves that life is often
stranger than fiction.

www.durnell.co.uk
T-; + 44 1892 544272 | E-; orders@durnell.co.uk

Fighting Churchill, Appeasing Hitler
shines a compelling and original
light on one of the darkest hours in
British diplomatic history.

World War II
Defying the
Holocaust (*)

Mission at
Nuremberg (*)

Tim Dowley

Tim Townsend

SPCK Publishing (MDL)

SPCK Publishing (MDL)

9780281083626

9780281074822

£9.99 | PB | 192 pp. | Jan 2020

£12.99 | PB | 384 pp. | Aug 2015

During WWII, Christians from many
nations and denominations stepped
forward with courage, ingenuity and
determination to protect and rescue
Jews from the Holocaust. Author Tim
Dowley tells ten stories of these
extraordinary women and men.

The compelling story of the
army chaplain who was sent to
save the souls of the Nazis
incarcerated at Nuremberg,
raising questions of faith, guilt,
forgiveness, redemption and the
essence of humanity.

Bonhoeffer, Christ and
Culture (*)

Karl Barth and
Dietrich Bonhoeffer (*)

Ed. by K. L. Johnson & T.
Larsen

Wolf Krötke
Baker Publishing Group (MDL)

IVP Academic (MDL)

9780801098178

9781844746279

£30 | HB | 288 pp. | Sept 2019

£12.99 | PB | 216 pp. | Mar 2013

Rejecting the alignment of the
German Christian movement with
Hitler, Bonhoeffer became head of
an underground seminary for the
resisting Confessing Church in
Germany.

Spaniards in
Mauthausen

This book enables readers to look
with fresh eyes at the theologies
of Barth and Bonhoeffer and
offers new insights for reading
the history of modern theology.

Stalin's Gulag at War
Wilson T. Bell

Sarah J. Brenneis

University of Toronto (NBNi)

University of Toronto (NBNi)
9781487521318

9781487523091
£24.99 | PB | 280 pp. | Dec 2018

£31.99 | PB | 384 pp. | May 2018

Spaniards in Mauthausen is the
first study of the cultural legacy
of Spaniards imprisoned and
killed during the Second World
War in the Nazi concentration
camp Mauthausen.
(*) Not for sale in Ireland through Durnell.

www.durnell.co.uk
T-; + 44 1892 544272 | E-; orders@durnell.co.uk

The volume places the Gulag within
the story of the regional wartime
mobilization of Western Siberia
during the Second World War. The
author explores a diverse array of
issues, including mass death,
informal practices, and the
responses of prisoners and
personnel to the war.

World War II
The Trial That Never
Ends
Ed. by R. Colsan & S. M.
Misemer

The Universal
Declaration of Human
Rights and the
Holocaust

University of Toronto Press (NBNi)

Johannes Morsink

9781487501464

Georgetown University Press (NBNi)

£47.99 | HB | 272 pp. | Mar 2017

9781626166295
£37.50 | PB | 334 pp. | Feb 2019

The contributors gathered together
by Richard J. Golsan and Sarah M.
Misemer in The Trial That Never
Ends assess the contested legacy of
Hannah Arendt's famous book and
the issues she raised.

The Contract of
Mutual Indifference (*)
Norman Geras

Morsink argues that the 1948 UN
Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and the human rights
movement are descendants of
revulsion to the Holocaust.

A History of the Greek
Resistance in the
Second World War (*)
Spiros Tsoutsoumpis

Manchester University
Press (NBNi)
9781526104755

Manchester University
Press (NBNi)

£12.99 | PB | 248 pp. | July 2020

9781526143495
£25 | PB | 288 pp. | Sept 2019

In this book Norman Geras
discusses a central aspect of the
experience of the Holocaust with
a view to exploring its most
important contemporary
implications.

This book tells the story of the
Greek resistance to Axis
occupation during the Second
World War and in particular the
life of armed guerrillas.

Traitors or Patriots?

A World Erased

Louis R. Eltscher

Noah Lederman

McNidder&Grace (MDL)

Rowman & Littlefield (NBNi)

9780857162038

9781442267435

£14.99 | PB | 328 pp. | Nov 2019

£15.95 | HB | 256 pp. | Feb 2017

Drawing on extensive sources,
author Louis R. Eltscher
examines the role of the German
anti-Nazi resistance inside the
Third Reich.

This moving memoir by the
grandson of Holocaust survivors
transports readers from Noah's
grandmother's home in Brooklyn
to World War II Poland.

(*) Not for sale in Ireland through Durnell.

www.durnell.co.uk
T-; + 44 1892 544272 | E-; orders@durnell.co.uk

World War II
Our People
Rūta Vanagaitè & Efraim
Zuroff

The Archaeology of
the Holocaust
Richard A. Freund

Rowman & Littlefield (NBNi)

Rowman & Littlefield (NBNi)

9781538133033

9781538102664

£15.95 | HB | 240 pp. | Mar 2020

£23.95 | HB | 296 pp. | Oct 2017

This compelling book traces the
quest for the truth about the
Holocaust in Lithuania by two
ostensible enemies: Ruta a
descendant of the perpetrators,
Efraim a descendant of the
victims.

This book takes readers through
some of the most powerful
recent discoveries about the
Holocaust, including an escape
tunnel from the Ponar burial pits.

Predicting the
Holocaust

Jewish Responses to
Persecution, 19331946

Jürgen Matthaus
Rowman & Littlefield (NBNi)

Jürgen Matthaus

9781538121672

Rowman & Littlefield (NBNi)

£29.95 | HB | 230 pp. | Dec 2018

9781538101759
£17.95 | PB | 296 pp. | Sept 2017

This profoundly informed
volume provides the first indepth overview of Jewish
assessments of the evolving Nazi
Judenpolitik in the early years of
World War II.

Heroines of Vichy
France
P. R. Bartrop & S. J. Lakin
ABC-Clio (Marston)

This reader combines primary
sources from many archival
collections with contextual
background on key aspects of
Jewish life during the Holocaust.

The Warsaw Ghetto
in American Art and
Culture
Samantha Baskind

9781440852329

ABC-Clio (Marston)

£37 | HB | 173 pp. | May 2019

This book tells the largely unknown
story behind the rescue activities of
several remarkable young Jewish
women in Vichy France during
World War II and their role in the
resistance against Nazi and Vichy
France deportation policies.

www.durnell.co.uk
T-; + 44 1892 544272 | E-; orders@durnell.co.uk

9780271078700
£35.95 | HB | 328 pp. | Feb 2018

An interdisciplinary study
examining the diverse meanings
of the Warsaw Ghetto in
American culture.

World War II
From Hitler's Germany
to Saddam's Iraq

Hidden Horrors
Yuki Tanaka

Scott A. Silverstone

Rowman & Littlefield (NBNi)

Rowman & Littlefield (NBNi)

9781538102695

9781442274457

£27.95 | PB | 350 pp. | Oct 2017

£23.95 | HB | 336 pp. | Dec 2018

This book boldly challenges
conventional wisdom about the
value of preventive war, beginning
with the rise of Hitler's Germany
through the disastrous invasion of
Iraq.

Mighty Endeavor

Now in a significant new edition,
this landmark book documents
little-known wartime Japanese
atrocities during World War II,
including cannibalism; the slaughter
and starvation of prisoners of war;
the rape, enforced prostitution, and
murder of noncombatants; and
biological warfare experiments.

Blaine T. Browne

Churchill, Roosevelt &
Company

Rowman & Littlefield (NBNi)

Lewis E. Lehrman

9781538114902

Stackpole Books (NBNi)

£24.95 | HB | 312 pp. | Oct 2019

9780811718981
£19.95 | HB | 344 pp. | Jan 2017

For all of us living in the long shadow
of WW II, this book provides a
gateway to a pivotal period of
American history. Historian Blaine
Browne chronicles the political,
diplomatic, military, economic, and
social developments from the end of
World War I to the Cold War and
economic boom of the postwar years.

Synthesizing an impressive variety
of sources, Lewis Lehrman explains
how the Anglo-American alliance
worked - and occasionally did not.

The Eastern Front

Bersaglieri

Blaine T. Browne

Paul Garson

Stackpole Books (NBNi)

Fonthill Media (MDL)

9780811719940

9781781557556

£14.95 | PB | 304 pp. | Aug 2018

£30 | PB | 200 pp. | Apr 2020

Stackpole's Battle Briefings series
offers accessible and insightful
summaries of compelling
military history topics. This
volume covers the epic clash
between the Germans and
Soviets on the Eastern Front
during WW II.

www.durnell.co.uk
T-; + 44 1892 544272 | E-; orders@durnell.co.uk

Formed in 1859, the Bersaglieri
"sharp shooters" served as the
"Tip of the Spear" paying the
price in blood during the Italian
Wars of Unification, the colonial
forays into Africa, the First
World War, the Ethiopian War
and the Second World War.

World War II
Fighters Over the
Aegean

Fighters Over Malta
B. Cull & F. Galea

Brian Cull

Fonthill Media (MDL)

Fonthill Media (MDL)

9781781556634

9781781556320

£35 | HB | 512 pp. | Dec 2017

£18.99 | PB | 192 pp. | Aug 2017

This is the first comprehensive
account of RAF and Luftwaffe
aerial operations over the Aegean
1943-1944. Original research with
extracts from official operations
and published memoirs.

The volume is a highly detailed
account of the gallant band of
RAF and Commonwealth pilots
who flew Gladiators and
Hurricanes in defence of Malta
between June 1940 and April
1942, when help in the guise of
Spitfires finally arrived.

Flying Into the Storm

Norway 1940

Chris Sams

Harry Plevy

Fonthill Media (MDL)

Fonthill Media (MDL)

9781781556177

9781781555811

£20 | HB | 256 pp. | July 2017

£25 | HB | 416 pp. | May 2017

The story of the early years of
Bomber Command and the
aircraft they flew from 1939 to
1942, including Blenheims,
Hampdens, Wellingtons, Whitleys,
and Battles. These aircraft were
involved in campaigns in France,
Norway, Germany, Greece, Africa,
and the Middle East.

The book comprehensively
traces the progress of the
Norwegian Campaign with much
use of participant accounts, many
previously unpublished.

Women Heroes of
World War II (*)
Kathryn J. Atwood
Chicago Review Press (Gazelle)
9781641600064
£20.99 | HB | 352 pp. | Aug 2019

In these pages, readers will meet
courageous women and girls who
risked their lives to help defeat the
Nazis.Thirty-two engaging stories
unfold from across Germany, Poland,
the Netherlands, France, Belgium,
Denmark, Great Britain, the United
States and the Soviet Union.
(*) Not for sale in Eastern Europe through Durnell.
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